Senior Product Designer

About Covidence
At Covidence our mission is to dramatically improve lives by changing the way the world creates and uses knowledge.

Launched in 2014 Covidence is a world leading SAAS platform that enables health and science research teams to rapidly synthesise and uncover actionable insights from the mountains of existing research in the world.

Covidence is trusted by 170,000+ researchers and 200+ top institutions including the World Health Organisation, Harvard, Yale and Stanford. We have ambitious plans to scale and expand our feature set so we are looking for the right people to come on this exciting journey with us.

Find out more about Covidence by visiting: www.covidence.org

The opportunity
Covidence is seeking a Senior Product Designer to join our 100% Remote Product & Engineering team.

We build and nurture a web-based tool that streamlines the production of systematic reviews. In case you didn’t know systematic reviews are considered the "gold standard" for synthesising evidence in health because of their rigorous methodology.

We are seeking a designer that is excited by our mission and is motivated to help design and curate this incredibly valuable and complex product.

Reporting to our Chief Product & Technology Officer you will be the sole product designer initially (we plan to grow!) and you will work very closely with our CPTO, Product Manager and Engineers.

You’ll get to:
- Immerse yourself in our users world to become a go-to expert on systematic reviews
- Collaborate and workshop ideas with SMEs, Product Managers, Engineers and Marketers to shape our product’s experience
- Design intuitive interfaces that tens of thousands of researchers rely on everyday
- Hone your craft through UX best practices like prototyping, iterative design, user research
- Define and drive customer research activities
- Work with the engineering team to define and deliver a design system
- Be part of a small tight-knit, high-achieving team that values trust and
What you bring

- Ability to design intuitive solutions for complex problems
- Willingness to be a design all-rounder i.e. you enjoy pitching in whatever design skills you have to get the best outcomes for our product
- Strong command of user-centred design and research methods
- A great collaborator with engineers and product managers
- Great communication skills, both written and verbal
- Experience working in an agile development environment
- Experience in pioneering design systems

The perks and benefits

We offer:

- Competitive salaries relevant to your experience level
- Remote team so you can live and work anywhere as long as you can offer a 4-hour workday crossover with the AEST timezone
- Work week flexibility - FT, PT or explore a flexible arrangement with us that best suits you
- 4 weeks paid leave, an extra paid week off between Christmas and New Years and the option to purchase 3 more weeks pro rata
- Access to wellbeing services & programs
- A knowledge allowance so you keep learning and developing

When you join Covidence you are joining a team that cares deeply for what we can build and achieve together. If you are ready to be more than just a cog in the machine; if you are smart, curious, want to create change, and are not scared of getting your hands dirty to make it happen – then this is the place for you.

How do I apply?

If you are interested in this opportunity, please hit APPLY and send us through your resume or LinkedIn profile so we can get a feel for your background and experience.

We’ll be back in touch with you promptly. Should we proceed further you can expect a minimum of 3 remote interviews with us so we can get to know you and vice versa.

In a hurry? We can speed this process up if needed - just let us know!